Herbert Hoover as I Know Him
By VERNON KELLOGG

W

HEN America entered the
war in April, 1917, and the
American reUef workers in
Belgium were no longer on a neutral
basis, they had to be withdrawn in favor
of Spanish and Dutch workers. But the
Commission for Relief under Hoover's
direction continued all of its difficult
outside work, including mobilization of
American and world charity, arrangem.ents for governmental loans, purchase
of foodstuffs in the markets of the world
in competition with the buyers of many
hungry nations, shipment of these food
supplies overseas to Rotterdam at a time
when shipping was growing steadily
scarcer and in greater demand, and,
finally, transshipment of the supplies at
Rotterdam into the canal boats bound
for Belgium and North France. Although America was no longer neutral,
the "C. R. B."—with Hoover always at
its head—was able with the moral backing of the world to continue its beneficent work to the end of the war. And
one of its results which especially pleased
Hoover is revealed in the statement of
the fact that 2,S(fc,000 children came
out of the war in better health than normal.
With America at war, our own food
situation demanded attention. There
was, of course, no threat of starvation
for us in it, but the imperative needs of
the nations with which the United States
was associated in war could only be met
by conservation of American food supplies and increase of production. Moreover, the pressure upon our food resources started an era of unparalleled
hoarding and speculating in food, which
in itself, threatened to defeat all efforts
at economic stability at home. Constructive plans and action were immediately necessary.
The Nation turned to Hoover, as the
first Food Administrator of the war. His
pioneering work in Belgium had been
followed; Germany, France, and England had used the results of his experience as the world's belt gradually tightened. President Wilson called him home
from Europe. He came at once, and
under the terms of the Lever Act,
promptly passed by Congress, was made
Food Administrator. He found himself
in an office of large responsibilities with
but limited authority and limited funds,
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N last week's issue Vernon Kel/
logg, for thirty-five years Hoover's friend and neighbor, outlined
the story of his early life, his engineering experience in California,
his first big task in developing
China's mining, interests, and finally
his gigantic undertaking with the
Commission for Relief in Belgium.
In this installment Vernon Kellogg finishes the story and brings it
up to date. It is a complete record
of the greatest "adventurer in human welfare" of our times.
•—THE EDITORS.

and with the people looking to him for
results.
Hoover called for volunteers to man
his office, and appealed to people at large
to support him in his efforts to wipe out
waste, repress unnecessary consumption,
stimulate production, control profiteering, and send over increasing numbers of
ship-loads of food to the Allies and our
armies. If "food will win the war" was
a slogan too broad for literal acceptance,
it was at least certain that lack of food
might lose the war. The Food Controllers of England, France, and Italy made
this plain to the Food Administrator of
America. They urged that America be
forcibly rationed, as were their people.
But Hoover insisted that the American
people would respond to voluntary effort
without the legal restraints, the high
cost, and the waste of man power of the
rationing systems of Europe.
The demand of the European food
controllers was ever for more. Hoover
redoubled his appeals to the people to
follow him in his meatless and wheatless
days, his campaign for the clean plate
and empty garbage-can. He could not
give orders—only ask for co-operation.
He urged the essential increase of production. He built up advisory committees of farmers, millers, and bakers, of
stock growers and meat packers, of hotel
and restaurant men, and of directors of
the railways and shipping lines. He enlisted women and children. He created a
huge business organization to control
speculation and to buy and ship food to
the American Army and the Allies.
He established, with the support of
Congress, a great United States Grain

Corporation, as a Governmental organization to control the purchasing of grain
by foreign countries, thus protecting the
American consumer from profiteering
and at the same time protecting the
American farmer from foreign control of
prices at unfair levels; for the Allies
were in position to control the prices of
the United States because they were the
sole buyers of the surplus. So that justice should be done the farmer. Hoover
arranged that the prices to the farmers
were to be determined by commissions
representing the farmers' organizations
appointed by the President. In all, these
Food Administration agencies had a
turnover of nearly nine billion dollars.
Hoover did not rely on business organization alone. He made irresistible
appeals to the patriotism of the whole
people—food producers, food handlers,
and food consumers. He lifted food
from the level of the commonplace, and
pointed the way for every man, woman,
and child to share in America's war
efforts. The people responded as he
had faith they would.
American food did its needed share in
winning the war. And the American
-Food Administrator could lay down^his
title when the Armistice came with the
consciousness of having done a large and
difficult thing well.

T

HEN he discovered that the world's
food problem was not ended with
the end of the war. Behind its dark
curtain great suffering for lack of food
had gone on almost all over Europe.
The lifting of this curtain revealed a
pathetic and dangerous situation. Especially was this true in eastern Europe,
from the Baltic to the Black Sea. Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Finland, Poland,
the whole group of so-called "Succession
States" which had become independent
by the disruption of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, and the Balkan countries,
together with Germany and Austria, all
needed food, and some of them needed it
immediately and very seriously.
Not only the death of masses of people but of nations was threatened. The
struggling countries, impoverished and
many of them inexperienced, with their
lands war-torn, their transportation and
communications broken down, and a
host of new national frontiers still only
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partly defined and known, with the people behind them bitterly hungry, presented a situation fraught with most
threatening possibilities. Two hundred
million people must be saved from too
bitter hunger and worse. A score of
countries needed outside aid until they
could lift themselves on staggering feet
to some semblance of self-sufficient human groups. The help of the stronger
nations of western Europe and America
was imperatively required.
The step immediately needed was not
only food relief, but economic reconstruction—opening of ports, transportation, trade, employment. The United
States took the first action on any large
scale. It set up an American Relief
Administration with a Congressional appropriation of $100,000,000 available to
it to begin the work of first aid. Loans
many times this volume were later made
by the. United States and the Allied
Powers; to the smaller Allies, to maintain
their Own" food supplies, to secure shipping and raw materials.
The American and Allied Governments naturally put at the head of the
organization the man, experienced now
with the. days of the Commission for Relief in Belgium andrthe American Food
Administration behind him, to whjom all
of suffering Europe instinctively turned
for aid in this new emergency.
The work began with a swift survey
of the situation, made all over Europe
by "Hoover Missions" of Americans, as
many as possible of them recruited from
the experienced "C. R. B." men and
pthers drafted from the demobilizing
American army, especially from its
service of supply. And immediately,
following the survey of the Missions
came administrative groups working under the direction of the central office in
Paris. Such groups were soon installed
and at work in Trieste, Belgrade, Vienna,
Prague, Budapest, Warsaw, and Berlin.
Difficult and delicate negotiations with
governments became the daily routine;
international politics made serious trouble, but food got to the people. The
Supreme Economic Council, of which
Hoover was a principal member, conferred large powers on him, going even
to the extent of taking over the control
of the whole transportation system of
southeastern Europe—which was put
into his hands—and leaving him to arrange in addition by agreement as best
he could, according to his own ideas
and opportunities, the other matters
of finance, coal, the interchange of native commodities between adjacent coun-

tries, and the distribution of imported
food.
Hoover became, in a word, general
economic and life-saving manager for
the eastern European countries during
the Armistice. From my personal knowledge of his achievements in his extraordinary position during the first eight
months after the Armistice I have repeatedly declared my belief that it was
owing more to Hoover and his work than
to any other single influence that utter
anarchy and chaos in these countries
were averted. In other words, Hoover
not only saved lives but nations and
civilizations b}? his literally superhuman
efforts. This is an expression of conviction.
' I •'HE political results of Hoover's
-•• work were but incidental to his lifesavirig activities, but from a historical
and international point of view they
were even more important. Nor were
these operations limited to the newly
freed countries. Germany and Austria
were in dire need, and, fighting against
bitter war prejudice, Hoover broke down
the blockade, found them food in huge
quantities, and hved for months under
the stigma from the more bitter groups
of being "pro-German." He was, in
reality, pro-human—^pro-women, children, and the helpless.
Like the complete story of the "C. R.
B.," the complete story of the European
economic controls is too complicated to
write. Only scraps of it have been written. It is a story of difficult and delicate
negotiations with a score of governments,
of collecting payments for hundreds of
millions of dollars' worth of food and
commodities from those who could pay.
It is a story of credit and relief and economic reconstruction, in the face of extraordinary difficulties, to twenty-three
European countries, and especially of
charity to the children of those countries.
The special need of saving the new
generation was ever foremost in Hoover's
mind. In fact, after winding up, with
the coming of peace, the activity of the
organization as an independent agency
acting for the United States Government
and co-operating with other governments
—having handled nearly 5,000,000 tons
of food in eight months valued at over
$1,000,000,000—Hoover and his associates formed a private organization,
called the European Children's Fund, to
carry on the effort of saving millions of
destitute and orphaned children of central and eastern Europe from the

scourges of mder-nutrition and disease.
This special activity continued until
June, 1922, and during its life it fed
more than 8,000,000 children. At the
height of the work 4,000,000 children
were receiving free meals. In additioii
warm clothing valued at over $8,000,000
was distributed to more than 2,000,000
children.
/ ^ N March 4, 1921, Hoover became
^ ^ Secretary of Commerce in President Harding's Cabinet. With characteristic vigor and far-sightedness, he immediately began the task of building up
a great Department of Commerce. The
results of his contribution in advancing
the rapid reconstruction of the United
States from the war are now patent, not
only to America, but to the whole world.
But the story of the extraordinary
achievements of the Department of
Commerce under Hoover's direction is
for some one else to tell. I am concerned
chiefly with the story of his undertakings
as a great humanitarian. And almost
before he;had become well accustomed
to the feeling of his official chair he was
called on again to assume the direction
of another gigantic life-saving task—a
work of rescue—which he simply added
to his large responsibilities already
assumed. It was Russia, helpless in her
disorganization and stricken by catastrophe, that called him.
' I •'HE world stood aghast in the late
-•- summer of 1921 as it heard the
first reports of drought and famine in
the great valley of the Volga. Fifteen,
perhaps twenty, million people faced
starvation. Europe stood helpless before
the impending catastrophe. Its postwar struggles for self-rehabilitation were
at their sharpest. To America the
starving Russians and the powerless
Europeans turned again for help. And
America and its master relief organizer
took up the new burden.
Hoover's first step—as always—was
to determine the facts; his second, to
negotiate an agreement with an unsatisfactory Government which would protect
the work; and his third, to secure financial support from the private charity of
America, to which were added a Congressional appropriation of $20,000,000
and about $10,000,000 wrung from the
Soviet Government, together with special
assistance in service and supplies from
the American Red Cross, the War Department, and other sources. In all he
made about $65,000,000 available for
the relief of the Russian famine victims.
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Uiuierwood & Underwood
Herbert Hoover and Secretary of War Davis and some little flood refugees in Mississippi

One who has no personal acquaint- himself to the rapidly expanding work
anceship with the primitiveness, the of the Department of Commerce. One
illiteracy, the low level of existence and would think that enough to occupy all
fatalistic attitude of the Russian peas- the attention of its head. But his rehef
ants, can paint no real picture for him- work for Belgium and for the children
self of the challenging difficulties of the of Europe had shown him needs beyond
undertaking assumed by Hoover under those of war days which he could help
the eyes of the Bolshevik Government. meet. Belgium's system of higher eduThese difficulties as regards local or- cation, especially the work of its four
ganization, effective transport, and dis- universities, came out of the war in
tribution surpassed those of either the badly shattered state. It seemed, inBelgian or general European relief. deed, as if the universities would have
Medical supplies were as necessary as to close their doors for lack of funds.
food, and clothing nearly as necessary as
Hoover, from funds remaining in the
medical supplies. Nearly a million tons
"C. R. B.," co-operated with the Belof food were distributed to over 12,000,gians in the most extensive special sup000 famishing people. These included
port to higher education ever seen in
special feeding to over 3,000,000 chilEurope, incidentally resulting in a condren. Medical supplies to the value of
tinuing annual exchange of advanced
$8,000,000 were distributed, and millstudents and professors between Belions of persons were "debused," vaccinated, and inoculated to stop the many gium and the United States.
His interest in the special care of chilcontagions then raging—typhus, tydren,
so manifest during the European
phoid, smallpox, cholera, and all the disrelief
activities of war and Armistice
ease perils consequent upon famine and
days,
finds
expression today in his own
weak government.
country in the work of the American
The coming of a new crop in 1922 Child Health Association, of which he is
freed Hoover from further responsibility the organizer and active head. And his
for Russian relief. He could devote vigorous campaigning for better homes is
October
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a humanitarian work on a most practical
basis.
J P IN ALLY, as if to show him that re*- lief work on large scale is ever to be
a part of his multifarious activities, however serious are other public services demanding his time and mind and energyj
came his call from the great Mississippi
flood disaster. That the President of
the United States should turn to Herbert
Hoover in this emergency was to be expected. And that the "inexhaustible
Hoover"—as some one has well called
him—should respond whole-heartedly
and eagerly, ready to apply all his experience and skill to a new huge lifesaving undertaking, was also but to be
expected.
Every one has read parts of the story
of the Mississippi Flood Relief. I have
no need to attempt to describe here that
swift sheltering and feeding of thousands
left homeless and destitute, that farsighted planning for restoration of their
livelihood. I may only point out that
Hoover's handling of this mission has
been along lines essentially similar to
(Continued on page 244)
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TTTl CHIMERA OF CHURCH UNITY,
THE
by the Rev. Herbert Parrish

MEAT, a Novel, by Wilbur Daniel Steele

Wilbur Daniel Steele, considered by many our most
distinguished short story writer (you may remember
his habit of winning an O. Henry prize nearly every
year), has written a new novel which will begin in the
November number of the New Harpers Magazine.
" Meat " takes its name from the Biblical admonition
that has long been the rallying cry of the morally
militant—" if meat maketh my brother to offend I will
eat no meat," and in its picture of the dark ruin of a
happy family is a brilliant and terrifying challenge to
this commandment.

DIOGENES LOOKS AT THE LADIES, by
Dorothy Dunbar Bromley

During the Next Six Months

PUTTING BUSINESS BEFORE LIFE, by
Jesse Rainsjord Sprague

Three anonymous articles by three men of international reputation on the future of America—Racial,
Political and Social, and Cultural—will be a most important series since their anonymity will permit the authors
an otherwise impossible candor.

SIX EASY PIECES, by C. H. Gaines
FOOTNOTE ON THE WEST, by Bernard
De Voto
S

SHOULD OUR COLLEGES EDUCATE? by
Gerald Johnson
•

•

•

Points of view of social and political affairs by Bertrand Russell, Walter Lippmann, A. G. Gardiner, James
Harvey Robinson, Elmer Davis, Ford Madox Ford.
Fiction by such writers as Christopher Morley, Glenway Wescott, Aldous Huxley, Katharine F. Gerould,
William McFee.
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UP NEAR TAWAS, a Story, by M. W.
Mountjov
m
THE TRUTH ABOUT FASCIST CENSORSHIP, by George Seldes

Special Introductory Offer

6 Months

HEAD-HIGH-IN-THE-WIND, by Anna L.
Strong
THE GREAT AMERICAN
Rollin M. Perkins

for only

GAME, by

THE APARTMENT, a Story, by Libbiam
Benedict
WHAT PRICE DOCTORS? by Dr. Louis I.
Dublin
B
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Editor's Easy Chair—Personal and Otherwise—Among the New Books—in the
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HARPERS MAGAZINE
4 9 E . 3 3 d St., N e w Y o r k City
I am enclosing one dollar for your offer to new subscribers.
Please send H a r p e r s Magazine for six months, beginning with
November.
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A Review oj the Theatre
The Art of Entertainment
By FRANCIS RUFUS BELLAMY

B

ALIEFF and his "Chauve-Souris"
arrived in New York the other
day for a short visit, prior to a
transcontinental tour, and brought up,
as usual, the inevitable comparison with
our native entertainments.
Of course, the stern moralist would be
hard put to find any "lesson" in the various scenes and "acts" which make up
Balieff's show. Just as the sensualist,
looking for a titillation of the emotions,
would be disappointed. For Balieff
proves nothing, exploits nothing, instructs no one. He simply arrives with
"Mother Goose" under one arm and the
"Arabian Nights" under the other, pulls
aside the folds of the velvet curtains, and
exhibits the pure art of entertainment.
To describe it emotionally would be
to describe the show which every one of
us in childhood imagined we were staging in the attic, or the barn, before the
doubtfully amused audiences of older
people.
Viewing it, one gradually becomes
childlike—which is perhaps why it is one
of the favorite entertainments of sophisticated folk. If this fat Russian ended
by producing Noah's Ark, with all the
animals, two by two, we should blissfully
accept the act, and go home to hot milk
and expect to rise in the morning, ready
to carry our books to school.
How does he do it, and what does he
do?
Well, perhaps, he remembers "Punch
and Judy," for one thing. All Balieff's
characters are frankly puppets. The
hand of the showman is almost visible.
Beyond that, the man is an artist in
stage effects and musical accompaniments. Here is melodious music, miniaOctober
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ture drama, imaginative scenery—amusing, impressionistic. Where mechanical
effects are used they are either concealed
or frankly exhibited for laughing purposes. Nothing creaks in a Balieff show,
unless it is meant to creak loudly. Few
things bring tears—we are frankly in
play land. Everybody sings or dances,
it matters not whether well or badly—
the illusion is always there.
The music for the varied acts is supposed to be by Russians—or Mozart.
When no name appears on the program.
Our Own Theatre List
Still With Us
**The Spider," Music Bos.—Mystery melodrama with more surprises than any
play on Broadway.
"Broadway," Broadliurst.—Life back-stage
in a Broadway cabaret.
Done with
vim, rum, and pistols.
**Iii Abraham's Bosom," Provincetowii Playiioiise.—The Pulitzer Prize play.
"The Koad to Rome," Playhouse.—A slightly
Rabelaisian take-off on history w-hich
might have been a great play if genuine
emotion had been substituted for wisecracking. An amusing evening, as It is.
N e w Faces
"The Shannons of Broadway," Martin Beelf.
•—Vaudeville
and
melodrama,
with
vaudeville taking the tricks.
"Burlesque," Plymouth.—Back-stage drama
in the small towns, with maternal emotion making a success of an otherwise
ruined actor.
"Pickwicic," Empire.—All right, if you like
"Pickwick P a p e r s . " If not, use your
own discretion.
"Trial of Mary Dugan," National.—Evidence
turned inside out, in an expert and engrossing mystery murder trial.
"Balieff's Chauve-Souris," Cosmopolitan.—
"Mother Goose" under one arm, the
"Arabian Nights" under the other.

Musical Shows
"Hit the Deck," Belasco.—Louise Groody—
and a fast show.
"The Five O'clock Girl," Forty-fourth Street
Theatre.—Has nearly everything.
'*Good News," Chanin.—We haven't seen it,
but our friends like it.
"The Mikado," Royale.—Our old friends Gilbert and Sullivan excellently represented.
"The Men-y Malones," Erlauger's.—George
Cohan—and everybody dances.
"Manhattan Mary," Apollo.—Ed Wynn.
What more?

you can usually recognize the composer.
The ideas are generally Balieff's, or so
one supposes. They are taken from
old Russian pictures, French songs, German Oriental pantomimes, Russian folksongs, French street fairs.
Colorful and imaginative, original in
conception, presented in an unvaryingly
artistic manner, and accompanied by
muted music—or properly villainous,
melodramatic
accompaniments—these
scenes are genuinely pure entertainment.
They range from pretentious affairs, like
"The Abduction from the Seraglio," a
pantomime somewhat in the "Sumurun"
manner, to "The Passing Band" (a small
village episode wherein the band passes
in cardboard!) and "Love Waxes and
Wanes," a heart-breaking affair between
the wax models in a hairdresser's window, part and parcel of the "Little Tin
Soldier's" world.
Remembered, they are like glimpses of
a Russian child's picture-book—played
in a Moscow attic, of a winter's night.
Compared to our ordinary American
theatrical fare, they are as unlike as
almost anything that can be imagined.
In fact, we must confess that a desire for
their artistic Nirvana almost overcame
us the next night, viewing "Manhattan
Mary" at the Apollo Theatre. Here were
raucous music—except for one lovely
number—exceedingly ingenious mechanical dexterity, "hard working" choruses,
and all the uninspired "fast show" which
seems to represent a good time to George
White. Nudity, rapid scene changes,
spotlight sentimental songs, difficult
dancing (if a thing was difficult, that
seemed to mean it must be amusing),
and all the velvet backgrounds (girl-
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